
•Representation of 
conduit processes at 
SHV
•Visuals: Batches of 
red light (lava) and 
blue spots 
(dissolved volatiles), 
rising at different 
speeds
•4 LED strips on 
outside of „volcano“ 
light up to simulate 
rockfalls

• Focus on the incandescent lava dome
• Visuals: Column slowly filling up with

bright red light patches (lava)
• 4 LED strips on outside of „volcano“ 

light up to simulate rockfalls
• Audio: Glowing (Zunky N‘Dem) & 

interview excerpts on the beauty and 
attraction of this mainly effusive 
activity

FLOW: UNLOCKING THE POTENTIAL OF THE ARTS IN VOLCANO
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What is FLOW?
FLOW is a 3m tall LED column visualising magmatic and volcanic processes at Soufrière Hills 
volcano (SHV) and the response of communities living on Montserrat to the ongoing volcanic 
eruption (1995 – present).

It is part of “Disaster Passed?”, a project showcasing the history of the Soufrière Hills volcanic 
crisis and the societal and cultural response of Montserratians. The artwork is the product of a 
close collaboration with Montserratian communities, both on island and in the UK.

FLOW combines light visuals with recordings of seismic activity, calypsos written & performed 
by Montserratians in response to the eruption, and interviews with people about the eruption.  

In a ~15 minute audio-visual cycle running through 7 states, FLOW tells a story about life on 
Montserrat before, during and after the height of the Soufrière Hills volcanic crisis – told 
through visualisation of its magmatic and volcanic processes and the voices of the people that 
lived through it.

1. Magma

2. Emerald Isle 3. Glowing

4. Ash 5. Destruction

6. Moving 7. Still Here

• Representation of conduit processes at SHV
• Visuals: Batches of red light (lava) and blue spots

(dissolved volatiles), rising at different speeds
• 4 LED strips on outside of “volcano“ light up to 

simulate rockfalls
• Audio: Seismics recordings (20x) of volcano-

tectonic, long period and hybrid earthquakes
• Serves to illustrate magmatic processes behind

dome growth and Vulcanian eruptions

• Life on island before the eruption
• Visuals: Blue column (sea) turns

green (island growth) with
colourful flowers blossoming (life)

• Audio: Volcano Burning (Bernie 
Irish & the Alliougana Singers) & 
interview excerpts about life on 
the island

• Ash fall and its profound impact
• Visuals: Initially blue column gets filled

up by black clumps (ash), when full white
clumps continue falling

• Audio: Shovellin (Zunky N‘ Dem) &
interview excerpts describing the ash 
falls

• Pyroclastic flows & loss of homes
• Visuals: Initially green column (fertile 

land) gets replaced by growing lumps
of grey (PDC/ash)

• Audio: Volcano Medley (Desmond 
“Flasher“ Daley) & interview 
excerpts describing impact on 
landscape and communities

• Repeated moves and living in shelters
• Visuals: Rising emerald & orange stripes (island 

community) being turned off one by one (loss 
of homes & livelihood / leaving the island)

• Recovery and reclaiming of the island
• Visuals: Grey column (deserted land) 

slowly turning green with bright spots
(life on the island) 

• Audio: Montserrat, Don‘t Cry (Tabu ft 
King Kenzie), Still Home, Still Nice (Pat 
“Belonger” Ryan) & interview excerpts 
describing the rebuilding efforts, pride 
in the community and hope for the 
future

Fact Sheet
• 1740 LEDs in column, 300 LEDs in “rockfall“ lightning strips
• Column height exceeds height of “volcano“ for dome effect
• 7 audio-visualisal modes that can be run as an automated 

cycle or accessed individually; audio volume adjustable
• Software written in Python & runs on a Raspberry Pi 4 2GB
• Base with cooling fans 
• Battery or mains power supply

Explosive cycle at SHV. From Druitt et al. (2002), GSL 21(1):281-306
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• Audio: Living With Our Volcano (Pat “Belonger” 
Ryan), Never 4 get You (Tabu),  One More River 
to Cross (Cupid), Refugee & Woman in a Shelter 
(Zunky N‘ Dem) & interview excerpts describing 
the intense pressures brought about by the long-
lasting eruption
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